






Classical autonomous driving pipeline

Sensor Fusion
What’s happening 

around me?

Detection
Where are 
obstacles?

Localization
Where am I relative 

to the obstacles?

Planning
Where do I go?

Actuation
What control signals 

to take?

Separate problem into smaller sub-modules, tackle each independently 



Autonomous systems need the ability to handle a wide range of scenarios 
using raw and complex perception sensors

Leveraging large datasets, we learn an underlying representation of 
driving based on how humans drive in similar situations

No Lane Markings Rainy WeatherNight-time Driving

End-to-End Learning
Learn the control directly from raw sensor data

Learned Model
Underlying representation of how humans drive

[11, 12]

Learning Algorithm

Sensor Fusion
What’s happening 

around me?

Actuation
What control signals 

to take?



Learning to navigate

Raw Perception

(ex. camera)

Coarse Maps

(ex. GPS)

Probabilistic Control

End-to-end optimization formulation
Learn a continuous probability distribution over the space of all control 

Learn to maximize the likelihood over the space 
of all control



End-to-end optimization formulation

Input a route to compute a deterministic control command for navigation

End-to-end optimization formulation

Entire model is trained end-to-end without any human labelling or annotations



Generalization to new roads
Perception Input Coarse Streetmap Control Output

Model learned to generalize to new roads and even new types of intersections
(ex. roundabouts never included in training)

… which map are you most likely in? Given this image of your surroundings…

What do we do when our GPS is not accurate or even not available?  



Given this image of your surroundings 
which map are you in?

What do we do when our GPS is not accurate or even not available?  







if 
otherwise   ”crash”
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SSan Francisco, 4 TB 
[Puttagunta, Civil Maps]

Earth, 40 GB
[Planet.osm]
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